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Abstract

There is ample empirical evidence that investments in (public) companies are

correlated with cash flow. This may either be explained as evidence of financing

constraints (Fazzari, Hubbard and Petersen, 1988), as excessive conservatism by

managers, restraining investments to the internally generated cash flow (Kaplan and

Zingales, 2000). We test the investment-cash flow sensitivity in unquoted Belgian

companies with a modified sales accelerator model, using unbalanced panel data and

GMM techniques.  We show that investments in tangible fixed assets are positively related

to cash flow. Contrary to our expectations, this sensitivity is not reduced, but it increases,

when companies receive venture capital. We interpret the results as evidence of the

presence of financing constraints and underinvestment problems in unquoted companies.

Venture capital intermediaries are not able to eliminate financing constraints in Belgian

unquoted companies.

Editorial

On May 27-28, 2002 the National Bank of Belgium hosted a Conference on "New
views on firms' investment and finance decisions".  Papers presented at this
conference are made available to a broader audience in the NBB Working Papers
no 21 to 33.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a perfect financial market, funds are always available for positive net present value

investment projects and firm value is independent of its financial structure. Investment and

financing decisions can then be separated (Modigliani and Miller, 1958): there is always enough

financing available for value-creating investment projects. Financial markets, however, are not

perfect. In the presence of market imperfections, investors may ration capital and positive net

present value projects may be denied financing, or only be able to obtain certain types of funding

(Fluck, Holtz-Eaking and Rosen, 1998). This makes financing and investment decisions

interdependent in the real world, and especially in entrepreneurial companies.

Fazarri, Hubbard and Petersen (1988) have initiated a substantial empirical literature

showing a positive relationship between internally generated cash flow and capital spending (fixed

plant and equipment) in quoted companies. Himmelberg and Petersen (1994) showed a comparable

sensitivity of investments in research and development (R&D) to internal cash flow.  There are

several explanations for this sensitivity. First, firms may face a financing constraint due to

information asymmetries, making that firms are unable to attract equity (Myers and Majluf, 1984)

or debt (Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981) from outside parties to finance positive net present value projects.

This has as a consequence that investments are restricted to the amount of internally generated cash

flow. This is referred to as the underinvestment problem. Alternatively, the positive relation may be

a consequence of investing excess cash in negative net present value projects rather than

distributing it to the shareholders (Jensen, 1986), leading to an overinvestment problem. In a sample

of large, quoted companies, Kaplan and Zingales (1997) show however that less constrained firms

exhibit a higher sensitivity of investments to cash flow. They argue therefore that the positive

relationship between cash flow and investments may be caused by excessive conservatism of

managers (Kaplan and Zingales, 2000), or by non-optimizing behavior (Hines and Thaler, 1995).

Although there is a large body of empirical literature documenting the relationship between

investments and cash flow in large, quoted companies, little is known about this relationship in

young, unquoted companies. This relationship is interesting as young companies face high

information asymmetries and therefore financing constraints are likely to be important (Gompers,

1995). The purpose of this paper is to empirically investigate the relationship between capital

spending and internally generated cash flow in young, unquoted companies, and more specifically

the role that venture capital intermediaries may play in this relationship. A sample of Belgian

companies is used to test the relationship. First, an overview of the relevant literature is given and
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hypotheses are derived. Thereafter, the sample, the variables, and the method of analysis are

described; the fourth section reports the results. Finally, conclusions and further research questions

are proposed.

2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In the absence of capital market frictions, internal and external finance can be viewed as

perfect substitutes. However, when managers possess private information about the investment

opportunities of the firm this is no longer valid. Myers and Majluf (1984) argue that if outside

suppliers of capital are not fully informed about the value of the firm’s assets and investment

opportunities, then the market may undervalue the firm’s equity. Firms then prefer internal funds to

external funds because the former are less costly. However, when internal funds are exhausted,

firms that face finance constraints may reject positive net present value projects. This is referred to

as the underinvestment problem, leading to a positive relationship between cash flow and

investments: internally generated cash flow becomes an important determinant of investment

spending (Vogt, 1994). We refer to Hubbard (1998) for an extensive overview of the empirical

literature on the cash flow sensitivity of investments.

There is a second explanation for the positive relation between internally generated cash

and investment spending, namely the free cash flow hypothesis (Jensen, 1986). Here the focus is on

agency problems caused by the separation of ownership and control and the incentives that

managers have to undertake actions that are not in the interest of the shareholders. Jensen (1986)

argues that managers may pursue other goals than value maximization. In order to achieve their

objectives, managers will spend internal funds on investment projects, even if these do not create

value. Thus, the free cash flow that is at the discretion of the managers after profitable projects are

undertaken may be invested in projects that increase firm size but destroy value. This is referred to

as the overinvestment problem. There is evidence that reliance upon external funds (e.g. provided

by capital markets or bank credit) may involve discipline and monitoring by the external financial

party and thereby reduce overinvestment. For example, Goergen and Renneboog (2001) have

shown that ownership structure does influence the cash flow/investment relationship. When

industrial companies or families control large shareholdings, there is evidence of increased

overinvestment. In contrast, large institutional holdings reduce suboptimal investing.

Kaplan and Zingales (2000) explain the positive relationship between cash flow and

investments in a different way. They have shown that the positive relationship between cash flow

and investments is stronger in firms that are not likely to be confronted with cash constraints
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(Kaplan and Zingales, 1997). Possible explanations for their findings are excessive conservatism by

managers, restraining investments to the internally generated cash flow (Kaplan and Zingales, 2000)

or by non-optimizing behavior by managers (Hines and Thaler, 1995). Yet, a shortcoming of

Kaplan and Zingales (1997, 2000) is that they assume that all companies are able to raise enough

financing, but that the cost of external funding is higher for financially constrained companies due

to their intrinsic characteristics. However, financial constrains may be more severe: information

asymmetries may cause a firm to be denied outside (debt or equity) financing, even if the firm has

positive net present value projects. Either a firm can attract outside financing, and then the

relationship between cash flow and investment will be weaker, or it cannot, and then there will be a

strong sensitivity of the level of investments to internally generated cash flows. In firms that face

large information asymmetries, a positive relation between internally generated cash flow and

investment is therefore likely to be evidence of cash constraints.

Venture capital (VC) companies, as financial intermediaries in private equity markets, help

to close the funding gap by reducing information asymmetries. Amit et al. (1998) argue that one of

the primary reasons for the existence of VC companies is their information processing capacities

which may reduce information asymmetries, and hence adverse selection and moral hazard

problems. The role of VCs is essentially to screen, contract, and monitor investments (Berger and

Udell, 1998; Manigart and Sapienza, 1999) in order to minimize the costs of delegating decisions to

entrepreneurs (agency and moral hazard costs) or to induce them to reveal critical information on

their activities (reducing information asymmetries). Haubrick (1990), Rajan (1992), Admati and

Pfleiderer (1994) and Reid (1996) stress the role of VC companies as inside investors in gaining

private information on investment projects during both pre-investment screening and post-

investment monitoring, thereby reducing information asymmetries between entrepreneurs and

investors. This allows VC companies to invest profitably in projects that uninformed outsiders

reject and hence to reduce the underinvestment problem. Investments of VC backed companies are

thus likely to be less constrained by internal cash flow generation than those of comparable non-VC

backed companies.

Postinvestment monitoring by VC companies, e.g. through a seat on the board of directors,

also reduces overinvestment problems of cash rich companies, because it prevents managers from

undertaking actions that are not in the interest of the company. For example, Sapienza, et al. (1996)

found evidence that venture capitalists’ monitoring increases in response to agency risks.

Monitoring leads to better information availability for venture capitalists, early problem detection

and effective decision making in VC backed companies (Mitchell et al., 1997). Well-performed

monitoring by venture capitalists should reduce the divergence of interests between managers and
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outside investors, and should thus reduce the overinvestment problem (Goergen and Renneboog,

2001). Therefore, VC backed companies which generate excess cash are less likely to invest in

negative NPV projects than non-VC backed companies, as the former are closely monitored by the

VCs during the whole investment process. Companies, backed by VC firms, are therefore less likely

to have problems with under- and overinvestment.  Foregoing leads to following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: The positive relation between internally generated cash flows and

investments is attenuated when a VC firm invests in a company. On the one hand, liquidity

constraints are relaxed thanks to reduced information asymmetries, and on the other hand

the free cash flow problem is attenuated thanks to increased monitoring by outside

shareholders.

The reduced sensitivity of VC backed companies to internally generated cash flow is likely

to be more pronounced for young companies than for more mature companies. Information

asymmetries and therefore finance constraints are especially important in the early life of a

company (Amit et al., 1998). Yet, young and high growth companies often develop products and

ideas that require substantial capital, exceeding the internally generated cash flows or entrepreneurs’

own funds, especially in the formative stage of their firm’s life cycle (Gompers, 1995). Companies

with large information asymmetries, that lack tangible assets that might serve as collateral for bank

debt and that are associated with significant ex ante uncertainty about their cash flows, are

moreover unlikely to receive significant bank loans (Maier and Walker, 1987 ; Gompers, 1995 ;

Admati and Pfleiderer, 1994). Younger companies are therefore more likely to be cash constrained

than older companies. The information processing capacities of VC firms should enable VC backed

companies to reduce the large information asymmetries. This leads to following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: The positive relation between internally generated cash flows and

investments is more attenuated in young VC backed companies than in mature VC backed

companies.

3. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

3.1 Sample and research design

Foregoing hypotheses will be tested on a sample of unquoted Belgian VC backed

companies and comparable (matched) non-VC backed companies. In contrast with the U.S. where

most studies on the relation between cash flow and investments have been done, Belgium has a
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Continental European financial system. Only a minority of Belgian firms are quoted on a stock

exchange, while the most important source of external financing is debt, and more specifically bank

loans. The venture capital industry, however, is quite well developed in Belgium.  The first player

on the market, namely GIMV, was established and financially backed by the Flemish government in

1980 ; the first private VC firms emerged in the mid-eighties (Ooghe et al., 1991).  Since then, the

Belgian VC market has grown at a steady rate, while it has shown an exponential growth in 1998-

1999, as in most European countries, followed by a slowdown in 2000 (statistics of the European

Venture Capital Association, EVCA).  Investments by Belgian private equity companies equalled

0.288% of GDP in 1999 and 0.231% of GDP in 2000, while this was 0.383% in Europe on average.

However, Belgian VC companies are quite active in early stage and in high tech investments

compared to their European colleagues.  For example, 58.7% (in 1999) and 70.8% (in 2000) of all

private equity investments in Belgium went to high tech companies, compared to European

averages of 25.6% in 1999 and 31.4% in 2000.  Of all funds raised in 2000 by Belgian private

equity firms, 97.9% is allocated to early stage and expansion investments.  This compares to a mere

46.1% in Europe as a whole, where (management) buy-out, replacement capital and other later stage

transactions are more prevalent (EVCA, 2001).

A sample of VC backed companies is constructed using secondary sources.  Yearly

accounts of VC firms, press clippings, press releases and websites are used to identify Belgian

companies that received VC between 1987 and 1997.  The total sample is composed of 859

companies, representing 56% of the total number of investments in Belgium from 1987 to 1997

(EVCA statistics). After excluding companies in the financial sector and holding companies, and

companies for which the yearly accounts are not found in the files of the National Bank of Belgium,

565 companies remain (see also Manigart, Baeyens and Van Hyfte, 2002).

Following Megginson and Weiss (1991) and Lerner (1999), each VC backed company is

matched with a non VC backed company on following criteria, measured in the year before the VC

funding (or the year of VC funding, for the companies that received VC from their inception) :

activity (NACE-code), size (with total assets as proxy), and stage. The pre-investment situation of

the VC backed companies is used, so as not to introduce a size bias caused by the funding itself. For

matching purposes, a start-up company is defined as a company at most 2 years old at the time of

funding, an early stage company is between 3 and 5 years old at the time of funding and a mature

company is older than 5 years at the time of funding.

The main data for the study are the yearly accounts of the companies, from the year of the

investment up to at most 5 years after the initial investment or up to 1999.  This yields an
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unbalanced panel with 4991 company-year data. For each company-year, more than 50 variables

from the financial accounts (balance sheet, profit and loss statement, and additional information) are

recorded. Moreover, for each company, it is known whether it still exists as an independent entity,

whether and when it has gone bankrupt, been involved in a merger or acquisition, been closed or

split. This set-up allows us to include surviving (successful) and failing (unsuccessful) companies,

in contrast to most studies of this type.1 Including both surviving and non-surviving companies

eliminates a positive survivor bias and increases the validity of the results.

3.2 The model

Goergen and Renneboog (2001) distinguish four classes of empirically testable models of

the investment/cash flow sensitivity.  In the neoclassical models, the relative cost of capital is the

main determinant of corporate investment:

Investment level = f (Capital cost, cash flow, other variables)

A widely used model is the sales accelerator model (Deloof, 1998; Mairesse et al., 1999),

where it is assumed that investment grows along with total sales as a measure of the output of a

company:

Investment level = f (Sales, cash flow, other variables)

In foregoing models, a positive relation between investment and cash flow is assumed to be

evidence of liquidity constraints.  However, these models do not include forward-looking variables:

they do not incorporate expectations about the future profitability of investments (Mairesse et al.,

1999).  Models incorporating Tobin’s Q take the future into account, as the expectation of future

profitability is captured by the forward-looking stock market valuation :

Investment level = f(Tobin’s Q, cash flow, other variables)

Finally, Euler-equation models (Bond and Meghir, 1994 a, b) assume that the level of

investment is a function of discounted expected future investment adjusted for the impact of the

expected changes in the input prices and net marginal output :

Investment levelt = f(Investment levelt-1, cash flow, sales, other variables)

We use a modified accelerator model (Mairesse et al., 1999) to test the relationship between

investments in tangible fixed assets and cash flows. In this traditional model, it is assumed that, in

                                                                
1 Manigart, Baeyens and Van Hyfte (2002) have shown that 44% of Belgian VC backed companies do not

exist as an independent entity 9 years after the investment, due to bankruptcy, closure, acquisition or other
causes.
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the long run, investments grow along with total output of the firm as measured by sales and the

capital cost:

log(Kit) = αt + β*log(sales) - σ* log(capital cost)

with:

Kit: capital stock for firm i at time t

Taking the first difference and assuming ∆ log (Kit) ≈ Iit/Ki,t-1 - δ leads to:

Iit/Ki,t-1 = δ + β*∆log (sales) - σ*log(capital cost)

The cost of capital, difficult to measure, is in general proxied by time dummies and firms’

specific effects (Cincera, 2002). Following Fazzari et al. (1998), foregoing model is augmented by

cash flow effects as an indication of internal finance, in order to test the presence of financial

constraints.

Investments are estimated as a function of sales (and lagged sales) and cash flow (and

lagged cash flow). As a large number of companies in our database do not report sales, value added

is used as a proxy of output, rather than sales (Cincera, 2002; Van Cayseele, 2002).  Given the

increased importance of outsourcing non-core activities and refocusing on core competences, value

added may well be a better proxy of firm output than sales. Investments, value added and cash flow

are scaled by  beginning-of-year net fixed assets (or capital stock) (Mairesse et al., 1999). The

model used here is then:
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with :

=itI  investment of firm i in period t in tangible fixed assets

=−1,tiK beginning-of-year net fixed assets

=itGM value added of firm i during period t

=itCF  cash flow of firm i in period t

We control for future firm-specific investment opportunities by not only including lagged

value added, but also adding past investments in intangible assets to the model  It can be argued that
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past investments in research and development (Van Cayseele, 2002; Titman and Wessels, 1988;

Cincera, 2002) indicate the growth potential and future profitability of companies. As a large

number of companies in our database do not report investments in research and development, past

investments in intangible assets is used as a proxy of future investment opportunities, leading to

following model :
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The effect of receiving VC funding on the relationship between cash flow and investment is

measured by including (VC * CFit)/Ki,t-1, where VC is a dummy that takes value 1 if a company is

VC backed or 0 else. Our central hypothesis is supported if the coefficient of the cross term is

negative.

As a check of the robustness of the findings, the hypotheses are tested in another way. The

sample is split in two subsamples, one consisting of all VC backed companies and the second one

consisting of all non-VC backed companies. The model is then estimated in each subsample

separately. The hypothesis is supported if the cash flow coefficient is significantly positive in the

subsample of non-VC backed companies and not significant or significantly smaller in the

subsample of VC backed companies.

Foregoing models are tested on the total sample and on the sample of young and of mature

companies separately, in order to test hypothesis 2. For this purpose, young companies are defined

as start-up and early stage companies, i.e. companies that are at most five years old at the time of

VC funding. Mature companies are later stage companies that are more than five years old at the

time of VC funding.

3.3 Method of analysis

Data have been analysed with unbalanced panel data techniques and with GMM.

Unbalanced panel data techniques are used, because not all companies remain in the database for

five years.2  The econometric model is the usual linear regression model with firm effects and year

effects:

                                                                
2 We have tested the investment model up to 3 years after venture capital investment, up to 4 years after

venture capital investment and up to 5 years after venture capital investment.  The results are consistent
across the time frame considered.  We report the models up to 5 years after venture capital investment.
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yit = xitβ + αi + δt + εit = xitβ + ηit

with i = 1,...,N (N = number of companies)

t = 1, ..., T (T = number of years)

yit = dependent variable (investments in tangible fixed assets/beginning-of-year tangible and

intangible fixed assets)

xit = the vector of the explanatory variables (including lagged yit)

αi = firm-specific effects

δi = time-specific effects

εi = disturbance term

The overall disturbance term ηit in this model consists of firm effects, αi, time effects, δi,

and idiosyncratic pure disturbances. This overall disturbance  term accounts for a variety of

specification errors. Because the number of years, T, is small (in our case, between 2 to 5) and the

number of firms, N, is reasonably large (between 124 and 598), the time-specific effects are

estimated simply by including a full set of time dummies in all models. We focus rather on the

treatment of the "permanent" differences across firms, the αi.  Potential correlations between the

explanatory variables, xit’s, and the frim-specific effects, αi's can lead to potential biases in the

parameters β. These biases can be corrected by using the within firm transformation or by first

differencing, which removes firm-specific effects.

As Mairesse et al. (1999) indicate, the within or first differenced estimates of traditional

panel data analyses can still be biased due to: (1) random measurement errors in the explanatory

variables xit , (2) simultaneity between the contemporaneous xit and the contemporaneous

disturbance εit, (3) endogeneity of the contemporaneous xit with respect to the past disturbances. The

use of instrumental variables can correct these three potential biases. An instrument is a variable

that can be assumed to be uncorrelated with the models error, but correlated with the variable itself

(Verbeek, 2000). More specifically, we apply the generalized method of moments (GMM) estimator

proposed by Arellano and Bond (1991). Here firm-specific effects are first removed by forming first

differences. In such a model, endogenous variables lagged two or more periods will be valid

instruments provided there is no serial correlation in the time-varying component of the error terms

in equation. We test for serial correlation in the first difference residuals to make sure that this

condition is met. We also test for instrument validity using a Sargan test of over-identifying

restrictions. We refer to Mairesse et al. (1999) for a fuller account of the GMM techniques.
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In this study, we first analyse the investment – cash flow relation using panel data

techniques. Thereafter GMM techniques are used. Because the variables in the GMM analyses are

first differenced variables and therefore more lags of the variables are needed, the sample that can

be used to perform GMM is smaller than that of the panel data analyses. In order to be sure that

potential differences in the results of the panel data and the GMM analyses are due to the technique

that is used – and not because of a different sample of observations - the results of panel data

analyses on the smaller GMM sample are also reported in Appendix. GMM analyses are conducted

on the total and mature sample only. GMM analyses are not appropriate to study the sample of

young companies because too much lags – which are not available for young companies - are

needed.

Table 1, panels A and B,  shows how the final samples for panel data and GMM are

constructed. First,  company-year data with negative cash flows or negative investments are

removed from the unbalanced panel of 4991 observations. Especially young companies often have

negative cash flows and/or negative investments. For example, as much as 83% (515 of 618

companies) of the young companies in our sample have negative cash flows in at least one year,

compared to 42% of the mature companies. In the sample of young companies 77 % (479 of 618

companies) of the firms has diinvested in at least one year, compared to 31 % of the mature

companies have . Company-year data with missing values are also removed. Due to missing values

of at least one of the variables in the analyses, almost 40% of the young companies’ observations

are lost for panel data analyses. From the remaining observations, company-year data with outliers

are filtered using a 0.5 % top and bottom percentile.3 Finally, companies that have an insufficient

number of company-year data are removed from the sample. Whereas panel data analyses require at

least 2 observations per company, for GMM analyses at least 3 observations are needed. The final

sample for the panel data analyses consists of 598 companies of which 261 are young companies

and 337 are mature companies. For the GMM analyses only two third or 402 companies remain.

Slightly more VC backed than non VC backed companies are lost.

3.4 The variables

The computation of the variables is given in appendix 1. Table 2 reports the basic statistics

of the dependent and independent variables (in the sample used for panel data analyses).4 Despite

careful matching, the absolute amounts of investments in tangible assets by VC backed companies

                                                                
3 We also used other filters for outliers. They did not have an impact on our main conclusions.
4 The basic statistics of the dependent and independent variables in the smaller sample used for the GMM

analyses is given in appendix 3. The main conclusions with respect to the variables are the same for both
samples.
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are significantly larger, compared to those of their non VC backed counterparts. Also value added

and cash flows are larger for VC backed firms. When scaling these variables to beginning of year

fixed assets, we see that there is no significant difference in investments in tangible assets between

VC companies and non-VC backed counterparts (panel A). This is counterintuitive : common

wisdom goes that VC backed companies have more investment opportunities and thus have a higher

investment rate.  Therefore, we have taken a closer look at the investment behaviour of the

companies in the sample.  Appendix 2 gives the amount invested in tangible assets for every year

after VC funding. 5  Not surprisingly, VC backed companies invest more in the year they receive VC

funding (year 0).  Investments of VC backed companies (median value : 39.9 % of beginning of

year fixed assets, K) are significantly higher than those of non-VC backed companies (median

value: 26.7 % of K). In later years, however, there is no significant difference between the

investment behaviour of VC backed and non-VC backed companies, although both the median and

mean investment of VC backed companies is lower in all the years following the funding. 6  It seems

that receiving VC has only a short-term effect on investment behavior, with significantly higher

investments in the year of VC funding and (not significantly) lower investments thereafter.

Looking at the investment behavior of young and mature companies separately yields the

same conclusions (table 2 and appendix 2, panels B and C). Especially young VC backed

companies invest more during the year of VC funding. Whereas the median investment of non-VC

backed companies is 27% of K, the median investment of young VC backed companies in the year

of funding is more than twice this ratio (56% of K) and that of mature VC backed companies is 34%

of K. Moreover, the mean investment of young VC backed companies in the year of funding is as

large as 151% of K, which is more than three times the mean investment of young non-VC backed

companies (49% of K). After the year of participation non-VC backed companies tend to invest

slightly larger amounts, however not significantly so.

Table 2, panel A, further shows that the (lagged) investments in intangible assets are

significantly larger for VC backed companies, compared to non-VC backed companies. Whereas

non-VC backed companies invest on average 2% of K in intangible assets, VC backed companies

invest on average up to 5% of K in intangibles. This indicates that VC backed companies may have

larger growth opportunities than VC backed companies, although this is not followed by more

investments in tangible assets (cfr. supra). The growth in value added (?  log VA) is significantly

                                                                
5 The basic statistics of investments in tangible assets by year after VC participation in the smaller sample

used for GMM analyses is given in appendix 4. The main conclusions with respect to the variables are the
same for both samples.

6 VC backed companies invest significantly less than non-VC backed companies in the fourth year after
they receive VC funding.
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higher for VC backed companies than for non-VC backed companies: VC backed companies have a

growth in the log of value added of 8.8% (median value), compared to 4.6% for non-VC backed

companies.  Yet, the value added (not shown in the table) and the cash flow are significantly higher

for non-VC backed companies. Non-VC backed companies have a median value added of 2.1 times

K, compared to a median value added of 1.6 times K for VC backed companies. Whereas for non-

VC backed companies the median cash flow is 47% of K, cash flows of VC backed companies are

40% of K.  The same conclusions hold for the subsamples of mature companies on the one hand and

of young companies on the other hand.

We may conclude that, while investments in tangible assets by VC backed firms are not

significantly different from those of non-VC backed (except for the year of VC funding),

investments in intangible assets are significantly larger for VC backed companies. Value added and

cash flows, on the contrary are significantly larger for non-VC backed companies.  Yet, VC backed

companies have a significantly higher growth of their value added, consistent with the finding that

they may have higher growth opportunities thanks to their higher investments in intangibles.

However, growth opportunities in value added are not followed by growth in tangible assets.  It

seems that companies use VC to increase current expenses (e.g. expenses for prototyping,

establishing market presence, distribution channels, …) to build their company, as evidenced by

their smaller value added and cash flows, rather than for investments in fixed assets.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Table 3, panels A, B and C give the panel data estimates of the investments in tangible fixed

assets for the total sample, the sample of young companies and the sample of mature companies

respectively. 7  As the Hausman (1978) test statistics indicate that the fixed effects models are to be

used, we do not report the random effects models.

Table 4, panels A and B give the GMM analyses for the total sample and the sample of

mature companies. The consistency of the GMM estimators relies on the assumption that the error

term in levels lacks serial correlation. The error term in the first difference equation should

therefore show MA(1) properties; that is, we expect a first order serial correlation, but no second

order serial correlation. The m(1) and m(2) statistics of Arellano and Bond (1991), reported in Table

4, indicate a first order serial correlation and reject second order serial correlation, consistent with

conditions for consistent estimators. Another specification test is the Sargan test for overidentified
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restrictions. As shown in table 4 this test does not reject the null hypothesis that the model is

correctly specified and that the instruments are uncorrelated with the residuals for the GMM

estimations. We can therefore conclude that there is no misspecification in our GMM models.

The first half of tables 3 and 4 gives the estimates of the limited model without investment

in intangible assets (as proxy for investment opportunities) as independent variable, while the

estimates of the expanded model, including investment in intangible assets, is given in the second

half of tables 3 and 4.  An examination of the first and second halves of tables 3 and 4 shows that

there are only small, non-significant differences between the models with and without investment in

intangible assets.  The coefficient of the investment in intangible assets is never significant.  In the

remainder of the paper, we will concentrate on the more elaborate models including investment in

intangible assets.

Panel data analyses show that the output accelerator model explains variation in

investments in tangible assets. Indeed, the sum of the coefficients of value added and value added

lagged is significant and positive in all models (table 3). Investments in tangible assets grow with

increasing value added, as well in VC backed companies as in non-VC backed companies.  In more

refined GMM analyses, however, the sum of the value added coefficients is not significant in most

models (table 4) and when it is significant, it is even negative.  Comparing the results of the panel

data analyses in the expanded sample (table3) and in the reduced GMM sample (appendix  4) shows

that the difference in the findings for the coefficient of the value added is caused by the more

limited sample in the GMM analyses, rather than with the different econometric estimation

procedure.  As the investment-output relationship is not our core interest in this paper, we do not

further investigate this difference.

Investments in tangible assets are significantly and positively related to cash flows,

generated in the same and in the previous year, as the sum of the CF coefficients is significant and

positive in all (sub)samples, in all models and estimated with both estimation techniques.  The cash

flow coefficients are large compared to those found in other studies ; in the GMM specification they

are close to one.   This may hint that there are large liquidity constraints in the companies in our

sample.  These companies are smaller than in most of the other studies dealing with the investment-

cash flow relationship.  Our results therefore may be interpreted as evidence of the existence of

severe liquidity constraints in small, unquoted companies.

                                                                                                                                                                                                     
7 Appendix 5 gives the panel data estimates for the smaller sample used for the GMM analyses.
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Contrary to hypothesis 1, the sum of the VC*CF coefficients (total sample) is positive and

significant in the panel data estimation (table 3, panel A), but not significant in the GMM estimation

(table 4, panel A). Yet, the sum of the CF coefficients in the sample of VC backed companies is

considerably higher than the sum of the CF coefficients in the sample of non-VC backed companies

in all specifications.  These results indicate that hypothesis 1 is not supported for unquoted Belgian

companies: the positive relation between internally generated cash flows and investments is not

attenuated when VC invest in a company. On the contrary, despite VC funding investments by VC

backed companies appear to be more cash constrained than their VC backed counterparts. Our

results hold also in the model with investments in intangible assets as proxy for better investment

opportunities. Despite the information processing capacities of venture capitalists and the increased

legitimacy they provide to their portfolio companies, they are not able to eliminate the investment-

cash flow sensitivity in small, unquoted companies.

When the sample is split between young and mature companies (table 3, panels B and C and

table 4, panel B), foregoing results are even stronger.   The positive relation between investments

and past and current cash flow is positive and significant in all specifications (including GMM for

mature companies), and this relation is considerably stronger for VC backed companies compared

to non VC backed companies, even after controlling for investment opportunities. Our results do not

support hypothesis 2: venture capital funding does not decrease the investment–cash flow

sensitivity, neither for young (only panel data estimates)8, nor for mature companies.   The panel

data analyses show higher coefficients for VC * Cash Flow in the samples of young (value of

0.604) companies than in the sample of mature companies (value of 0.353).  In the split samples, the

young VC backed companies have the highest cash flow coefficient, followed by the mature VC

backed companies.  Hypothesis 2 is clearly not supported.  Receiving venture capital does not

reduce the sensitivity of investments in tangible assets to the internally generated cash flow, on the

contrary.  Surprisingly, this sensitivity is smallest for young, non-VC backed companies.9

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the primary reasons for the existence of VC companies is their capacity to process

information, thereby reducing information asymmetries. The role of VC companies consists

basically of pre-investment screening, post-investment monitoring and value-adding (Manigart and

Sapienza, 1999). If they perform these roles well, then VC funding should lead to the reduction of

                                                                
8 GMM models cannot be estimated on the sample of young companies (cfr. supra).
9 This conclusion should be interpreted cautiously, as panel data analyses are not the econometrically best

estimation technique for the problem at hand.
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both under- and overinvestment problems. Pre-investment screening should allow venture capitalist

to invest profitably in projects that would be turned down by uninformed investors, hence reducing

financing constraints and underinvestment problems. Moreover, post-investment monitoring should

reduce overinvestment problems of cash rich companies. We therefore expect that investments by

venture capital backed companies will be less sensitive to the available amount of internally

generated cash flow than investments in comparable companies that did not receive VC.

We find that, with exception of the year of funding, VC backed companies do not invest

more in tangible assets, but they have lower value added and cash flows than non-VC backed

companies. This may be explained by the fact that VC backed companies increase their expenses in

order to build their company (prototyping, establishing market presence, distribution channels, …).

These are, however, not reported as investments in yearly accounts. Investments in intangible assets

are higher (but still quite small and unimportant) for VC backed companies. Receiving VC thus

leads to higher expenses and higher investments in intangibles. These types of expenses are difficult

to finance wiht debt, given that they yield no collateral for the debtor. Receiving VC helps a

company to finance these needs, for which attracting ohter sources of financing may prove to be the

most difficult.

Yet, we show that the empirically well documented sensitivity of investments in fixed

assets to internally generated cash flow holds in a sample of unquoted Belgian companies. Contrary

to our expectations, however, VC backed companies - both young and mature - are more cash

constrained than their non-VC backed counterparts. This finding holds when controlling for the

availability of firm-specific investment opportunities.  We interpret these results as evidence of the

presence of more severe financial constraints for VC backed companies than for non-VC backed

companies.

Especially young companies are likely to face severe financial constraints for several

reasons. There are no internally generated funds accumulated in the past. Information asymmetries

are high, as there is no history of past performances. Risk is considerably higher than in existing

companies, as it is well documented that bankruptcy rates are considerably higher for young

companies than for older, established companies due to, among other factors, low legitimacy of new

companies and the fact that routines are not yet established. This makes that external funding –

either equity or debt - is often not available for those companies, implying that the cost of external

funding is infinite. Given the likelihood of financial constraints in a young firm, we interpret the

high sensitivity of investments to the available internal cash flow in young VC backed companies as

evidence of the existence of severe liquidity constraints. It is likely that the unavailability of funding
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leads to underinvestment in VC backed companies, as they limit their investments to the level of

internally generated cash flow. Our findings show that funding provided by VC funds is not able to

eliminate financing constraints for investments in fixed assets.  Despite the fact that VC firms

decrease information asymmetries and increase the legitimacy of their portfolio companies, they are

not able to reduce liquidity constraints.  Apparently, receiving VC funding alone does not provide

companies with the necessary financing, eventually from other sources, to pursue their investment

opportunities in fixed assets.  This calls into question the efficiency of the Belgian VC industry in

reducing information asymmetries and play their key roles of financial intermediaries.  It is an open

question whether this finding is specific for the Belgian VC industry or applies to the VC industry

in other countries as well. Yet, VCs seem to play a positive role in financing more intangible assets

and expenses.
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Appendix and tables
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